
OVERVIEW

During a recent drilling campaign, an operator 
attempted to drill the longest 6.125-inch openhole  
section in the Gulf of Thailand to date. The challenge 
was to drill from the 7-inch casing shoe to section total 
depth (TD) at 16,486 feet (5,025 meters) with one 
bottomhole assembly (BHA). Temperature gradients 
in the Gulf of Thailand are among the highest in the 
world. On some platforms, the estimated bottomhole 
circulating temperatures exceed the rating of conventional high-temperature logging-
while-drilling (LWD) tools. At deeper depths, as formations become more complex, the 
management of drillstring vibrations is essential to ensure reliability of the drilling assembly 
and LWD sensors. 

Halliburton Sperry Drilling provided reservoir insight through real-time logging and 
petrophysical data from the Quasar Trio® measurement-while-drilling/LWD (M/LWD) 
triple-combo service to help the operator assess the deep pay potential of this well in an 
extreme high-temperature environment. The operator was able to maximize asset value by 
eliminating the need for wireline runs while increasing drilling efficiency and reducing well 
time and costs. 

CHALLENGING HIGH-VIBRATION, HIGH-TEMPERATURE WELL CONDITIONS

Performing LWD operations in extreme-temperature wells is challenging, as sensors must 
be able to tolerate the high temperatures and the drillstring’s vibration, both of which 
intensify at greater depths. Failed sensors can lead to conducting extra trips downhole 
to change tools or even drilling ahead “blind,” which increases drilling risks and wellbore 
placement uncertainty. With a targeted well TD of 16,486 feet (5,025 meters) and 
bottomhole static temperatures predicted to be higher than 392°F (200°C), the operator 
needed a solution to drill to final TD with maximum efficiency, reliable real-time formation 
evaluation data, and full control of the drilling assembly. The drilling parameters were 
optimized to maintain a high rate of penetration and drilling efficiency, and to minimize 
exposure to vibrational forces that could cause premature tool failure.

INNOVATIVE, ENGINEERED SOLUTION HELPS REDUCE VIBRATION AND FORCE

Collaborating with the customer, Sperry Drilling performed pre-job BHA modeling to ensure 
that drilling performance targets were met, and to minimize the risk of tool failure resulting 
from high drillstring vibration. The modeling helped to identify the side forces that act on the 
BHA, along with the critical rotational speeds to avoid.

CHALLENGES

 » Maximize directional control of 
drilling assembly  

 » Reduce high vibration and 
side forces

 » Perform LWD operations while 
withstanding high bottomhole 
temperatures of up to 386.24°F 
(196.8°C) 

 » Minimize risk of tool failure

SOLUTION

Sperry Drilling engineered a drilling 
solution combining the following BHA 
tools for the first time: 

 » Quasar Trio® M/LWD triple-combo 
service, rated to 392°F (200°C), 
to capture resistivity, azimuthal 
density, and neutron porosity 
measurements in real time 

 » AGS™ adjustable gauge stabilizer 
and dual in-line stabilizers to 
optimize BHA design for better 
control of side forces, critical 
rotational speed, and directional 
drilling in extreme-duty applications 

RESULTS

 » Reduced vibration and side forces 
via innovative, engineered BHA 
design

 » Successfully drilled and logged data 
to TD 16,486 feet (5,025 meters) 
in the longest 6.125-inch openhole 
section drilled in the Gulf of 
Thailand, setting a new record 

 » Drilled 9,143 feet (2,787 meters) 
in 96 hours in one run

 » Reduced 8 hours of well time by 
eliminating the need for separate 
wireline logging runs at TD
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To meet these drilling challenges, working in close collaboration with the customer, a Quasar Trio BHA 
comprising a pair of in-line stabilizers in conjunction with the  AGS™ adjustable gauge stabilizer was 
deployed. This unique BHA design was initiated by the client and reviewed by the Drilling Solutions 
Engineering team, which conducted an analysis of three different configurations to compare the 
effect of side forces across the BHA. The operator chose the design option that demonstrated the 
best ability to mitigate the forces at play on critical areas of the BHA, while maintaining the directional 
performance of the BHA with the AGS, in both full-gauge and under-gauge positions.

An engineered  
BHA design enabled 
vibration to be 
kept under control, 
and complete and 
reliable formation 
evaluation data  
to be collected  
while drilling.

OPERATOR SETS A NEW RECORD AND MAXIMIZES DEEPWATER ASSET VALUE  

The engineered BHA design enabled vibration to be kept under control, while obtaining reliable 
formation evaluation data while drilling, and eliminating the need to run wireline, thus saving  
8 hours of rig time. The operator drilled 9,143 feet (2,787 meters) in a 6.125-inch hole to a section 
TD of 16,486 feet (5,025 meters) in 96 hours with a maximum bottomhole circulating temperature of 
386.24°F (196.8°C). This was accomplished in a single run, with zero nonproductive time (NPT). The 
operation represented the longest 6.125-inch openhole section ever drilled in the Gulf of Thailand, 
thus setting a new record.

The success of this record-setting result in the Gulf of Thailand was due in large part to the close 
collaboration between Sperry Drilling and the operator. The main objectives were met–zero service 
interruptions and full logging data acquisition in an extreme, harsh drilling environment. These 
accomplishments helped the operator to reduce well time and maximize the value of this asset.

Component OD 
(in)

ID 
(in)

Largest
Gauge (in)

Weight
(lbpf)

Length
(ft) Total

6-1/8-in. PDC Bit Comp 4.500 1.500 6.125 48.18 0.75 0.75

6-3/32-in. SMNB (Solid Float) Comp 5.000 2.500 6.094 50.19 2.14 2.89

1-in. Extension Sub Comp 5.000 2.250 53.37 1.00 3.89

6-1/8-in. Sperry-Sun STD AGS (325-098) Comp 5.000 1.625 6.125 63.03 10.80 14.69

Sperry AGS X/O Sub Comp 5.000 2.500 50.19 2.92 17.61

4 3/4-in. Quasar-CTN Collar Comp 4.750 1.250 50.50 11.10 28.71

4 3/4-in. Quasar-ALD Collar Comp 4.750 1.250 5.750 45.50 14.20 42.91

Inline Stabilizer (ILS) Comp 4.750 1.250 5.750 56.21 3.59 46.50

4 3/4-in. XOVER Comp 4.750 2.625 47.10 1.90 48.40

4 3/4-in. Quasar-ARD Collar Comp 4.750 1.250 53.70 25.27 73.67

Inline Stabilizer (ILS) Comp 4.750 1.250 5.750 56.21 3.59 77.26

4 3/4-in. Quasar 200 Lower Crossover Comp 5.000 2.625 48.47 5.53 82.79

4 3/4-in. Quasar 200 Electronics Crossover Comp 5.100 1.400 65.74 18.24 101.03

4 3/4-in. Quasar 200 Upper Crossover Comp 5.100 2.813 49.81 2.91 103.94

5 5/8-in. X/O String Stabilizer Comp 5.000 2.250 5.625 53.37 4.75 108.69

X/O Sub Comp 5.000 2.500 50.19 1.27 109.96

27 x Joints 4-in. TT-390 Heavy Weight Comp 4.000 2.563 29.70 822.65 932.61

DP (S) 4 in. Comp 4.000 3.340 16.62 31.70 964.31

This illustration shows test results of a customer-selected BHA configuration utilizing an inline stabilizer (ILS) to achieve 
a more balanced BHA with minimized side forces. 
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